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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper deals with the State-of-Arts of revision works of the Guideline of Licencing Criteria for Seismic 
Design of Nuclear Power Plants.  We are facing to discuss on several key issues for revising. 

The author describes the situations and his personal observations on those key issues.  We currently continue the 
discussions, and we haven’t reached to the conclusion at the end of March 2003. Key issues are listed in Chapter 2. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 

Recent two earthquakes, Northridge earthquake-1994 in U.S., and Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake-1995 gave the 
very strong impact to the earthquake engineering fields in Japan.  The Japanese Government issued the new principle 
for disaster preventions through the Central Council for Disaster Prevention in July 1995.  That is “Two level design 
basis earthquakes for all structures and facilities”.  As far as nuclear power plants, the guideline for the current 
Licencing Criteria of them is employed this philosophy in the viewpoint of seismic safety, there is no problem. 

However, the direct effect of a fault near to facilities has been required for various facilities since this issue.  
After these two earthquakes, the theory and practical methods to estimate the ground motions have been developed.  
The Headquarters for seismic survey and research, under the Ministry of Education, Culture, Science, Sports and 
Technology, MEXT, started their project to evaluate their ground motions and the probability occurrence on 
approximately 100 faults, and figure out its map through the Nation.  This project will have been completed in 2004. 

In November 1999, the first OECD/NEA workshop on Seismic Input was held in Upton, N.Y., U.S.A..  Some 
practical methods to estimate ground motions was mainly discussed (1). 

Upto now, the way of assuming the asperity of the fault and additional micro-parameters has been a key of 
applying such methods like the pseudo-green function integral.  If we experience the action, slip of a particular fault in 
the previous chance, we use its data.  But no activity in recent, instrumental age, rather difficult to estimate these 
parameters to describe the slip of a fault. 

Last several years, the research on 3-D structure of such a fault has been developed by geologists and 
seismologists based on technical development on boring deeply, may be 3000 ~ 5000m.  With new instrumentation 
technique of ground motions and other parameters under high pressure and temperature, the figure on the structure of 
faults is now becoming clearer. 

By combining the development of the software and the knowledge of the structure, we may introduce a new 
practice for setting the design basis ground motions for nuclear power plants.  The author will try to figure out current 
issues for seismic design techniques by coming from such seismic inputs based on a fault nearby a plant. 

Under this circumstance, we are on the way of three years project to revise the Guideline for Licencing Criteria 
for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plant (2), which was issued in 1981 by Nuclear Safety Commission, NSC, in 
Japan.  After Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake – 1995, NSC reviewed this Licencing Criteria and concluded that this 
criteria had been covered the consequence of the earthquake, and it was not necessary the immediate revision of the 
seismic design of individual power plants in Japan.  But the working committee for reviewing the Licencing Criteria of 
1981 version was recommended to be reviewed (3), mainly because the effect of the fault near by a plant had been 
developed after we issued the current Licencing Criteria, and the result of trial computation of such a technique on the 
estimated fault inducing Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake is exceed in some lower frequency part of the design basis 
spectrum for the design of an assumed nuclear power plant in Kobe area. 

Such developments of seismological research encouraged the nuclear safety related persons.  And NSC decided 
to review and revising the Guideline for Licencing Criteria as a three year term project in 2001.  The task committee 
(headed by Professor Aoyama), consists of three working groups, fundamental principle, design basis ground motions 
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and design principle for structures and components, was organized.  Almost two years has been passed, and the author 
wants to describe their current key issues related to design principles based on his personal impression at the end of 
2002 F.Y., March 2003. 

As mentioned above, since Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake – 1995, we had been examined the necessity of the 
Licencing Criteria for seismic design of nuclear power plants in Japan.  We concluded that we should revise it two years 
ago.  This work should have been completed within three years.  The discussion on fundamental principle has still been 
continued, and actual works to describe the design principle items are suspended. 

One of the most significant issues is how to introduce the concept of probability to the design process.  Even it 
has been a subject on the discussion whether or not this concept is only limited to the probabilistic evaluation.  We have 
been discussing on “the Safety Goal” for the public understanding, and we need to introduce this concept to evaluation 
on the safety of nuclear power plants.  However, it is not clear what is the probabilistic design of a structure or a 
component.  Even based on a concept of probabilistic approach, the way of design practice is not different from the 
deterministic design in some sense.  This will be discussed more in the following chapter. 

Another big problem is how to re-evaluate the existing plant.  In principle, all existing plant should meet the new 
criteria, but there are many problems.  One of them is how to evaluate its degrading or aging.  These subjects have been 
studied based on our daily experience in operating plants. 

In next chapter, the author tries to summarize the key issues briefly. 
 
2. KEY ISSUES FOR REVISING POINTS 
 

The following items are considered the major items to be discussed for revising. 
(1) Hidden Fault near Site 
(2) Ground Motion Estimation 
(3) Number of Levels of DBE 
(4) Probabilistic Design & Evaluation 
(5) Seismic Capacity of Aged Plant 
(6) Seismic Maintenance Criteria 

And also, we have been discussing “Tsunami”, we made the evaluation of their engineering effect on 23 units, 
but the theory has not been developed enough. 
 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF SEISMOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES OF GROUND MOTIONS 
 

One of the issues for revising is introducing the resent development of seismology.  The author has mentioned 
this development in various occasions.  Since Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake – 1995, the seismologists have been 
working to establish their seismological techniques to estimate ground motions, and it is almost final stage, if we apply 
this technique to past earthquakes. 

For a future earthquake, it is difficult to assume the behavior of a particular fault in general.  Even though, the 
Headquarters for Earthquake Survey and Research, Ministry of Education, Culture, Science, Sports, and Technology, 
MEXT, have been working in their 10 year project as mentioned before.  One of the technical difficulties is to estimate 
the time process of slipping of an individual fault, which we have no record of recent seismographic time history.  The 
map, which they made as trial case, employed a parameter study with one original asperity pattern. 

In a paper (4), which will be presented in this SMiRT, by Chugoku Electric Power Co., the trial of re-evaluation 
of Shimane #1 unit of the plant has been described.  The author described this subject in the paper (5) which was 
presented in the OECD/NEA workshop, Istanbul, in October 2002.  The fault rather near to the plant was not discussed 
when it was planned and constructed in early 1970’s.  Recently the existence of the fault was confirmed by the 
seismologists, and they tried to re-evaluate the seismic safety of the plant.  This action has been taken in the occasion of 
the construction project of #3 unit. 

The subject, how to decide the future time process of slipping of the fault, has not been established well, but its 
procedure has been gradually establishing by the effort of seismologists, and one of them, which called Irikura’s recipe, 
is employed for the map of the Headquarters.  However it is still subjective like cases above, and we need to study it in 
the field and laboratory.  For this, we feel the necessity of the collaboration of geologists, seismologists and earthquake 
engineers is significant.  Recently the deep bore holds across active faults have been made by geologists, but the role of 
their works is not clear yet. 

Another seismological issue is how to assume a hidden active fault near by site.  The problem of Shimane #1 
was covered by this design condition in their early stage. 

This criteria is that a hidden, or undiscovered active fault of M = 6.5 should be assumed underneath of the plant.  
The meaning of “underneath” is temporary defined as its focal distance is 10 km, that is, its depth would be 7 km, and 
its epi-center distance is also 7 km, that the assumed focus of a magnitude 6.5 earthquake should be on the 45 degree 
cone underneath of a plant. 
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Recently some seismologists mentioned that this value M = 6.5 should be 7.2 or more.  This discussion came 
from the some facts of Tottori-ken Seibu earthuqkae-2000.  It comes from the definition of “active-fault”, and the 
discussion in the engineering viewpoint is not significant by the author’s impression, but it might affect the level of 
Design Basis Earthquake for the most of plants.  It should be mentioned that their discussion on a hidden active fault 
has not been concluded yet.  If we spend enough efforts over the area, we could make clear the geological configuration 
enough, the author believes. 

We are planning to discuss on such fruits of their efforts for the future seismological procedure and engineering 
activities in 2004 OECD/NEA Workshop, which will be held in NIED Tsukuba in Japan. 
 
4. ENGINEERING MEASURE AGAINST HIGHER DBE 
 

One of the keys issued directly connected to the engineering is as follow.  As mentioned, we are working for 
revising the Licencing Criteria, and we are expecting the higher Design Bases Earthquake compared to that by the 
previous version in 1981.  It comes from several reasons, but the effect of Loma Prieta earthquake – 1989, Northridge 
earthquake – 1994 and Hyogoken Nanbu earthquake – 1995.  Those earthquakes occurred in the densely populated area, 
and losses of lives and properties were large, however, their ground motions were rather high compared to recent other 
destructive earthquakes in Japan.  Therefore, the effort of seismologists, which was discussed in the previous chapter 
would bring the requirement of higher level of ground motions for the design with them in general.  Their probability of 
occurrence might be relatively lower, those decided by the previous Licencing Criteria, but it is difficult to say “lower” 
explicitly from the revised approach, that is, in the sense of the short term probability of occurrence as a function of 
their eigen-period, which the Headquarters, MEXT has been working for. 

We should expect that level of the Design Basis Earthquake, which is defined by the previous technical 
guideline, may be lower than that will be defined by the future Licencing Criteria.  As the result, we have to introduce 
the concept of elasto-plastic design for metallic parts, or the total energy absorption of concrete structures. 

The physical theory of their structural behaviors for high level strains has been almost established, and the 
fundamental structures can be described by the newly established constitutional equations.  Never-the-less, the practical 
design procedure in such regions has problems and we can say that still on the way to standardize it. 

Structural design with high strain level is less design margin in comparison with elastic design, of course, but it 
might be a question whether or not actual value of the margin is different significantly in engineering sense.  Plastic 
design of concrete structure is always led into cracking, but that of metallic materials is not directly connected to 
fracture except the deformation value, that is, yielding phenomena. 

The DBE above is only one level earthquake for the design.  However, the lower earthquake should be 
considered to keep their function as a power plant, and the higher earthquake should be assumed for the emergency risk 
management including an evacuation problem.  Those are OBE, and RME or S3.  Even the number of DBE is one, but 
we need three levels of earthquakes for over-all seismic safety analysis. 
 
5. PROBABILISTIC APPROACH AND DESIGN 
 

In early 1970’s, the design method with stochastic concept, which is figured out by the very common figure: R 
and S, was presented with “1st order, 2nd momentum” method.  Very recently, the technical guideline (6) for a design 
approach based on the concept above in Japan.  It comes from ISO 2394(7) or the Report from the Joint Committee on 
Structural Safety published by RILEM, and the effort of a committee in AIJ has brought it to practical level, but it has 
not approved by the Government level or as the Law, like Building Code. 

Based on test results, adequate key coefficients are decided as its practice in the AIJ proposal.  These two 
coefficients βa and βb are key as well as the difference of frame-type structure and shear-wall-type structure.  The AIJ 
guideline requires define their values through standard procedure for design engineers.  Some specialists of structural 
design criticize that this procedure is too dogmatic, because these coefficients are free to decide subjectively.  Those 
values can be decided by the test results, but those have never been proven that they are appropriate by testing. 

The probability is an important concept to evaluate the adequacy of a design, but it may not be directly compiled 
into engineering design, and it is effective for the evaluation or assessment like RILEM evaluation. 
 
6. AGED PLANT 
 

In Japan, the regulatory requirement for plants was that they should be as those which were newly constructed by 
the yearly maintenance, approximately three months length.  Therefore, the maximum availability ratio of plant is 
approximately 70%.  If any degraded part were found, they must be replaced or repaired.  Such repairements would take 
more time compared to regular maintenance duration.  And SCC, stress collusion cracking, which was not imagined in 
the early stage of the construction, has been bringing unexpected difficulty. 

As a result, power companies did not report on their defects which were caused by aging, SCC, stress collision 
crackings, of significant parts of structure of critical components and piping systems.  All nuclear power plants of 
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Tokyo Electric Power Co. are shut down the several ten days in March 2003, and they are warning some possibility of 
power shortage in Tokyo area in March and this coming summer. 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, JAERI are working for the survey of samples of cracks in parallel to 
TEPCO survey on those of eight units, which include two units of another company (8). 

And also JAERI has been studying on degrading of aged nuclear power plants.  Their efforts extended those of 
the fuel and fuel element including MOX fuel.  Through such studies, we have realized that degrading had been quicker 
than the original study.  The group of the oldest units has been passed more than 35 years from the beginning.  It is a 
significant doubt how we consider these phenomena at the design stage for us especially for seismic loading. 

“Why are the degradation phenomena, especially SCC, always ahead of research?”  We feel that our knowledge 
on “degrading” has been always behind the phenomena, and this fact brings very significant doubt to our earthquake 
engineers, because the seismic event is a rare event, even it is S2, DBE.  Therefore, there is a possibility that any 
unknown event might be behind our knowledge.  Again, the author likes to mention that new types of defects or their 
development to the failure might be clear after a destructive earthquake, because our research is not working for the 
foresight of seismic induced new type accident of degraded nuclear power plants. 
 
7. SCENARIO AND FORESIGHT 
 

The author discussed on the meaning of “Scenario”(5) on the OECD/Workshop, in Oct. 2002, Istanbul and a local 
workshop in Aug. 2002 in Japan.  For a simulation on a numerical model, the most exact way is applying Monte Carlo 
method, but the amount of computation is enormous in general.  To limit a number of simulating computations, we try 
to assume or establish a scenario, that is, an initial condition and boundary conditions. 

In the previous section, the author employs the term “foresight”.  This term is near to establishing the scenario, 
however, scenario or foresight depends on the knowledge of the probable event which would occur in the future, and 
the success of a certain scenario may be lead from more precise selections of parameters included in that scenario based 
on the experience. 

As discussed in the previous papers (5) (9), the “worst” scenario is difficult to be defined.  Almost no way to 
decide the “worst” scenario by any means like Monte Carlo, therefore the decision could be made only subjective way.  
In this process, lack of knowledge of the decision maker working to establish the scenario is critical, and it is similar to 
the poor foresight. 

We are afraid to go to such a situation by the negligence of the decision maker.  Who should take the 
responsibility for future accidents is not known.  Various SCC problems have never connected into critical events, 
therefore, this problem is still suspended with ambiguity.  When someone noticed the phenomenon of SCC, the 
regulatory activity must go to the discussion how to guarantee the seismic safety of old, aged plants, but none has 
worked for this.  Just we start to discuss it.  And we are always assuming the condition of nuclear power plants newly 
built. 

Last November 2003, JSME prepared the draft of the maintenance criteria (10), and it will be effective within 
several months.  As the viewpoint of seismic maintenance criteria, we feel the more study in the viewpoint of the 
seismic safety margin. 
 
8. TESTING AND DATA ANALYSIS 
 

The author has been working for proving tests by using Tadotsu Shaking Table, Tadotsu Eng’g. Center, NUPEC 
since 1981.  The purpose of these tests is to prove the adequacy of the seismic design in principle. 

However, now, the design criteria is going to expand to elasto-plastic design.  And the integrity of aged 
components against seismic loads is not known practically, and both require much more sophisticated but practical 
tests, and it is urgent to establish a standard procedure for data deduction to the design criteria or the maintenance 
criteria.  Once the author discussed how to deduct the damping data of piping systems and other components (11) in the 
Workshop of OECD/NEA.  However, he failed to present the practical method for that.  The data analysis for non-linear 
design, or aged structural components has almost same difficulty ever they are a separate subject in principle.  And 
these might be more difficulty if they are combined together.  One of the reasons, we have less number data coming 
from the procedure of material test for probabilistic data analysis. 

Two major points as follows to decide the design criteria like ASME, S-N curve, damping co-efficient, failure 
limit of fuel cladding and so on. 
i) in a particular parameter, we have only one or two data, how we shall decide the curve for the design criteria in a 

stochastic sense. 
ii) when we have only the data under one condition, how we assume that a model of mechanism and how extrapolate 

an adequate model for estimating the curves under other conditions. 
In the case i), we can apply a stochastic method like Bayesian method which the author discussed it, if new 

additional data come.  But in the case ii), it is the problem whether or not that model would be adequate. 
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We can find some examples where they violate the fundamental principle, that is, a typical one is case data just 
coincide with a design limit line.  In general, if the data distribute along the some distribution, therefore, this is very 
special case.  And in some sense, this way of data handling is subjective, and may give intentional conclusion for the 
design.  The author feels the necessity of examining such data which give significant coefficients or parameters for a 
new technical guideline.  This is also the same on numerical models to estimate their behavior for a design. 
 
9. NECESSITY OF COLLABORATION OF GEOLOGISTS 
 

One of the typical collaboration with geologists regarding to our earthquake engineering is to estimate soil 
“amplification of ground motion waves through the strata.  They have been treating as a one dimensional system in last 
30 years like Flush code.  However, the distribution of seismic intensity in Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake Disaster shows 
us the necessity of more sophisticated analysis.  The fact on extremely high intensity zone, JMA, Intensity Scale 7, that 
is, MMI 10 or more, so-called “Seismic Disaster Belt”, clearly indicates such a necessity. 

Another subject is to estimate the fault movement slip, considering its asperity.  In general, Irikura receipt is 
famous for establishing the scenario of the future behavior of reference fault motions for the design of structure, but this 
scenario is only a current estimation.  The fault, which has never moved in the recent instrumental area, can’t be 
decided their asperity for its future action.  In recent analysis of ground motions of such a fault, they made some 
parameter studies regarding their asperity and others. 

Recently the effort of deep bore holes to across active faults or recently activated fault have been made in U.S. 
and Japan.  In the case of Japan, geologists only concern on the details of cores from the bore hole, their detailed study 
has not connected to facts related to its asperity or the scenario of its motions.  We, earthquake engineers know that it is 
difficult to say by results obtained from cores obtained in one bore hole, but in another sense, one result may give us 
more information rather than the case without it.  And in the pre-survey stage of the site, we usually make bore hole 
survey more than hundreds.  Compared to their construction cost of a nuclear power plant, we could make two or three 
deep drillings in the region, if they are required.  We expect the development of the study of geologists in this 
viewpoint, and the seismologist will interpret it adequately.  If such study by the bore holes will be useful, our engineers 
like to drill them much more to get accurate, useful information for our design.  Even if one drilling may cost 10-20 
million US$, but the accurate information on the ground motions, we can save much money through the adequate 
structural design. 
 
10. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Last summer 2002, the author has never imagined that we couldn’t reach to the state to obtain the approximate 
figure of the revised Licencing Criteria at the end of 2002 F.Y., that is, March 2003.  Now the situation is as the 
mentioned above, and we are far behind the schedule.  In 1980’s, we have been discussing on some contents of 
technical guideline for approximately 10 years, but our fundamental principle had been established.  And we needed 
more serious discussion for the current seismic allowable stress.  The same situation may be expected for elasto-plastic 
design practice. 

But also, we are facing more fundamental principle?  One of them is the discussion on probabilistic design 
practice.  And another one is the practical application of recent developments of the seismology.  This brings us the 
stronger Design Basis Earthquake, and as a result, we should introduce the concept of plasto-elastic design for those of 
equipment and piping systems, as mentioned above. 

If we will have succeeded to revise the Licencing Criteria by the end of March 2004, that is, the end of 2003 
F.Y., we need to complete to revise the technical design guideline as early as possible. 

The author described only arguments on the principles in this paper, but he will discuss on a little bit more 
practical detail in the IAEA workshop in next week, August 2003. 

Finally, the discussions through this paper are completely his personal thoughts, and not the official comments. 
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3I1

Key Issues

Hidden Fault near Site

Ground Motion Estimation

Number of Levels of DBE

Probabilistic Design & Evaluation

Seismic Capacity of Aged Plant

Seismic Maintenance Criteria

Tsunami

3I2

Hidden Fault near Site

Current: M = 6.5, Δ = 7 km H = 7 km

Revised: M = 7.2 ～7.5  or  No Assumption

3I3

Ground Motion Estimation

Current: Empirical Ground Motion Estimation

based on Focus or Fault Method

Revised: Empirical Green Function Method

or Modified Current Method

3I4

Nuclear of Levels of DBE

Current: Two Levels; S1 and S2

Revised: One, but considering following three
i) DBE
ii) OBE
iii) Risk Management Base Eq.

NPP

2F37

A
B

C

2F38

Three possible Locations of the Source

Old Local Government Place: 15 km: A

Active Fault: 5 km: B

New Proposal of Local Government Place: 30 km: C

DBE for NPP: 250 gal.

M = 7.4.    MMI≒VII or VIII (Official Seismic Catalog)

Rika Nenpyo

M = 6.5

Fig. 1 & 2 Shimane #1 NPP and Assumed Focus 
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